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1 Introduction
This report presents Clava support for existing parallel programming models, namely OpenMP, MPI
and OpenCL, as well as for optimization techniques such as memoization, which works by storing the
results of computations for the same inputs. This deliverable builds upon the Deliverable 2.1, which
introduces the DSL, and Deliverable 2.2, which presents Clava, the tool that applies the strategies
written in the DSL. Deliverable 2.5 complements this report by describing how the DSL was used to
integrate the tools developed during the ANTAREX project.
The technologies presented in this report are used in HPC in order to meet the scalability requirements of the applications and underlying infrastructures. The support provided by Clava comes from
two sources: 1) the language itself, which defines specific points and attributes (e.g., the join point
omp, which represents OpenMP pragmas), and 2) libraries that are used for high-level specification of
parallel concerns (e.g., the packages clava.mpi, clava.opencl).

Figure 1: The ANTAREX tool flow.
The ANTAREX tool flow, depicted in Figure 1, provides a multistage approach, supported by Clava
in all stages, where in a first stage information is generated by static analysis and/or application execution after instrumentation, and then given again to LARA strategies to drive a subsequent stage. For
instance, third-party tools can be used to provide information for strategies (see Figure 2a). A simple
example is the use of gprof and the use of information in the profiling report by a LARA strategy that
selects specific hotspot functions (identified by the profiling) as targets of other strategies. Another
helpful possibility is to use the ANTAREX tool flow in a first stage focused on analysis and custom
profiling (see Figure 2b) and then to use the profiling custom information to drive the subsequent
stages (e.g., run the ANTAREX tool flow to generate the final code). An example of the use of this
option is the exploration of different alternatives to decide about runtime autotuning and to provide the
knowledge base for the runtime autotuner (mARGOt).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: The Clava-supported multi-stage ANTAREX tool flow.
There are several ways to implement runtime strategies, for instance, by direct translation of the strategy to the target language, or runtime execution of the strategy. We have found that runtime strategies
can be adequately expressed within the LARA DSL by using the mechanisms of code insertion and
aspect library usage. These strategies are supported by Clava, which provides the join points for manipulation and insertion in the application, as well as the LARA libraries for integration of ANTAREX
components and external frameworks (some of which, e.g., OpenCL and OpenMP, are presented here).
Several experiments done so far show that this mechanism is sufficient to achieve runtime adaptation,
and requires significant less development effort than the considered alternative implementations.

2 OpenMP Support
Clava offers integration with the OpenMP framework through the DSL and libraries. OpenMP allows exploiting intra-node parallel processing power in HPC systems. There are two main ways in
which Clava interacts with OpenMP. First, there is support in the DSL to select, query and manipulate
OpenMP pragmas. Then, there is the AutoPar-Clava library, which analyses the source code and
automatically parallelizes the code with OpenMP pragmas.

2.1 DSL support for OpenMP directives and clauses
Clava provides the omp join point, which enables the selection, creation and manipulation of OpenMP
pragmas in the application code. This allows the possibility of writing strategies to add parallelization
to certain loops, refine existing parallelization directives with new information, or even taking into
account the information in the pragmas to drive other optimizations.
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aspectdef OmpSelectionExample
select omp end
3
apply
4
println("OMP:" + $omp.name);
5
println("OMP CONTENT:" + $omp.content);
6
println("OMP TARGET:" + $omp.target.code);
7
end
8 end
1
2

Figure 3: LARA code that selects all OpenMP pragmas in the target program and queries information
about the pragma itself.
Figure 3 shows how an OpenMP pragma can be selected with the omp join point. It also shows some
of the attributes that can be consulted, namely, the name of the pragma, its entire contents and its target
statement.
aspectdef OmpAttributesExample
select omp end
3
apply
4
// kinds
5
println("kind: " + $omp.kind);
6
// clause query
7
println("num_threads:" + $omp.numThreads);
8
println("proc_bind:" + $omp.procBind);
9
println("has shared:" + $omp.hasClause("shared"));
10
// legality
11
println("nowait legal:" + $omp.isClauseLegal("nowait"));
12
end
13 end
1
2

Figure 4: LARA code that selects all OpenMP pragmas in the target program and queries several
OpenMP attributes.
Figure 4 shows an example LARA aspect which uses a number of attributes from the OpenMP pragma
join point. The kind attribute returns the type of the pragma (e.g., parallel for). Other attributes
are a direct map to OpenMP clauses. For instance, numThreads can be used to check the number of
threads used in that specific OpenMP region, and procBind can check the proc_bind policy. This
join point also provides utility attributes, such as isClauseLegal, which allows the user to check
if a certain clause can be used with that specific kind of OpenMP pragma.
The join point omp currently supports 19 different attributes, specific to OpenMP operations.
1
2

aspectdef OmpSetAttributesExample
input kind, proc, num end

3

select omp{kind} end
apply
6
exec setProcBind(proc); // Alternative syntax: $omp.def procBind = proc;
7
exec setNumThreads(num); // Alternative syntax: $omp.def numThreads = num;
8
end
9 end
4

5

Figure 5: LARA example where we can see how to modify an existing OpenMP pragma.
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It is also possible to modify an existing pragma, which is shown in the LARA example presented in
Figure 5. This aspect receives the kind of pragma we want to target, a proc_bind policy and number
of threads. It finds all OpenMP pragmas, filters them based on kind and then changes both the policy
and the number of threads. If the selected pragma doesn’t have one of these two clauses, it will be
added. There are more actions to set these attributes and change the values of the pragma clauses.
This is a simple example and a much more fine-grained and sophisticated analysis could have been
performed to find specific pragmas.
There are two ways to create a new OpenMP pragma in LARA, 1) with a literal string insert or 2) with
a ClavaJoinPoints constructor function. Figure 6 shows this two approaches. The first approach
parses and directly inserts the OpenMP pragma from a String. The second approach creates a clean
OpenMP join point from its directive name, which can then be used to incrementally build the pragma,
and later insert it.
1

import clava.ClavaJoinPoints;

2
3

aspectdef OmpNewExample

4
5
6
7
8

select loop end
apply
// OpenMP pragma creation using a string literal
insert before "#pragma omp parallel for private(a)"

9

// OpenMP pragma creation using ClavaJoinPoints
var $omp = ClavaJoinPoints.omp("parallel for");
$omp.exec setPrivate(["a"]);
$loop.exec insertBefore($omp);
end

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

end

Figure 6: LARA code that shows the two ways to create a new OpenMP pragma.

2.2 Auto-Parallelization Library for Clava
In this section, we provide an overview and technical details of AutoPar-Clava, a library for the
Clava weaver, for automatic extraction and annotation of parallelizable regions (i.e., loops) in C
code. AutoPar-Clava starts by analyzing the input source code and marks all loops that can be a
candidate for parallelization. Then, to decide if a candidate loop should be parallelized, it identifies the
existence of data dependences between iterations. At a final step, it generates an annotated OpenMP
version of the input source code.
AutoPar-Clava can be found in the bundled package clava.autopar. The dependency analysis
in AutoPar-Clava uses Petit [1], a freely available C++ tool based on the Omega calculator [2, 3].
Clava provides a version of the Petit binary, and supports Debian-compatible systems (e.g., Ubuntu)
and CentOS.
The main focus of AutoPar-Clava is loop parallelization. Therefore, to apply the auto-parallelization,
the user needs only to send the for-loop joinpoint to AutoPar-Clava library. This library analysis
the input for-loop statement and decides if the input candidate loop should be parallelized or not. It
identifies the existence of data dependences between iterations and generates an annotated OpenMP
version of the input for-loop statement. An example of the usage of this library can be seen in Figure 7.
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1

import clava.autopar.Parallelize;

2
3

aspectdef main

4
5
6
7
8
9

select loop end
apply
Parallelize.forLoops([$loop]);
end
condition $loop.kind === 'for' end

10
11

end

Figure 7: An example of how to use the AutoPar-Clava library for auto-parallelization of input
source code.
aspectdef main
..
3
safefunctionCallslist.push("function name");
4
..
5 end
1
2

Figure 8: An example of how to add a function call (i.e., system or user’s function calls) name as a safe
function call list.
Most static auto-parallelization tools do not consider loops for parallelization when they contain user’s
function calls. However, AutoPar-Clava uses the action inline, provided by Clava, to perform
function call inlining during the analysis phase. This transformation allows a significant improvement
on the ability to detect parallelism, and is only used during the analysis phase. Clava has support for
saving the current AST to a stack of ASTs, which allows to discard all changes in the code due to
inlining before generating the final code with OpenMP pragmas.
The current implementation of function inlining has several limitations: it does not support functions
with multiple exit points, recursive functions, or calls to functions whose implementation code is not
available. However, in order to not miss loop parallelization opportunities due to system function calls,
AutoPar-Clava uses a simple reference list which contains functions that are known not to modify
their input variables or that do not have any I/O functionality (e.g., sqrt(), sin()). We provide
a mechanism for the user to add other functions (i.e., system or user’s function calls), as it shown in
Figure 8.

2.3 Experimental Results with Benchmarks
In this section, we provide details about the evaluation platform, experimental methodology, comparison metrics, and benchmarks used throughout the evaluation.
Platform : We executed and run our evaluation on a desktop PC machine with an Intel Core i5-6260U
processor running at 1.80GHz, 16 GB of RAM, under Ubuntu 17.10 64bits as operating
system.
Benchmark : For our evaluation, we select the NAS Parallel Benchmarks (NPB)1 where both sequen1

https://www.nas.nasa.gov/publications/npb.html
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tial and manually parallelized OpenMP version are available. For the NPB benchmarks, we
use the input classes S, W, A, and B. Class S is the smallest input, class B is the largest one,
and classes W and A are the medium size inputs for a single machine. More specifically, we
have used the SNU NPB Suite2 which is a set of the NPB v3.3 and implemented in C and
OpenMP C[4], provided by Center for Manycore Programming, Seoul National University.
Among all 8 different available benchmarks in NPB, we select Six benchmarks:
• BT (Block Tri-diagonal solver)
• CG (Conjugate Gradient, irregular memory access and communication)
• EP (Embarrassingly Parallel)
• SP (Scalar Penta-diagonal solver)
• IS (Integer Sort, random memory access)
• LU (Lower-Upper gauss-seidel solver)
Methodology : we have evaluated three different automatic parallelization approaches which are ParallelHand (i.e. manual parallelization by an expert), auto parallelization using the Intel ICC
compiler (icc in the presented figures), and AutoPar-Clava. The baseline for all cases is the
original sequential code compiled with gcc 73 and the flags -g -O3 -mcmodel=medium.
The ParallelHand and AutoPar-Clava versions were also compiled with gcc, and an additional compiler flag, -fopenmp. For the version icc we used the Intel icc compiler and
the flag -parallel, to enable the auto-parallelizer to generate multi-threaded code for
loops that can be safely executed in parallel. For each NPB benchmark, we repeated the
execution 15 time and present the average execution time.
Comparison metric : The evaluation is made by measuring the speedup obtained by the parallel generated code, which is defined as the ratio of the execution time of the sequential code to that
of the parallelized version.
Figure 9 shows the speedup of the parallelized versions over the sequential version, for each compared
approach. More details can be found in the AutoPar-Clava paper [5].

3 OpenCL Support
Currently, there are two ways of using Clava to integrate OpenCL kernels in C/C++ applications. The
first relies on a LARA library, KernelReplacer, which can be imported and used in user-written aspects.
The user selects target calls and configures the library, which will generate the needed OpenCL code
and replace the original call with the kernel call. The second uses the same underlying technology but
allows the user to avoid writing LARA code. Clava provides an aspect that will search target calls,
annotated with a specific pragma, and calls the library automatically. The user needs only to annotate
the call and provide some configurations for the OpenCL framework.
2
3

http://aces.snu.ac.kr/software/snu-npb/
https://gcc.gnu.org
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Figure 9: Speedups of the NAS benchmarks obtained by ParallelHand, icc, and
AutoPar-Clava

3.1 OpenCL Integration via LARA Library
KernelReplacer is a Clava C++ library that replaces a call to a target function with a call to an equivalent, user-provided, OpenCL kernel. This allows the user to quickly change the implementation of
one of the hotspots of the application with a more efficient version that can run on the GPU or other
accelerators. The user needs to provide the original application, the intended OpenCL kernel in a separate file, and the OpenCL configuration for the call. From this information, the library generates all
the needed boilerplate code to interact with the OpenCL platform, from choosing the correct device to
generating and managing the buffers and their memory transfers.
An example of the usage of this library can be seen in Figure 10. Because this is a library distributed
with Clava, in order to use it, first we need to import it (Figure 10, line 1). Then, we select the target
function call and invoke the library with the selected join point. On this invocation (which can be seen
in lines 16–19) we also provide a path to the file on the system where the kernel code can be found and
the name of the kernel. This is needed by the OpenCL library itself, since the code can have multiple
kernels. Then, we provide the size of the buffers, used to correctly allocate the needed amount of memory. This can be a single expression or a map from buffer name (according to the function declaration
parameters) to the equivalent expression. These expressions need to be valid C++ expressions and are
evaluated at runtime (e.g., they can be integer literals such as 8, arithmetic expressions such as a *
6 or even calls such as calc_size()). In the example of Figure 10, we use a map which maps the
name of each matrix to its size in bytes (lines 8–12). The last information the library requires are the
sizes of the worker groups (localsize in OpenCL) and the number of iterations performed in each
dimension. These are provided in the form of two arrays that must agree in the number of dimensions,
since they refer to the same computation space. The number of iterations and the local sizes are then
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1

import clava.opencl.KernelReplacer;

2
3

aspectdef KernelReplacerExample

4
5
6

// path relative to the file where the target call is
var kernelCodePath = '../cl/gemm.cl';

7
8
9
10
11
12

var bufferSizes = {
A: "N*M*sizeof(double)",
B: "M*K*sizeof(double)",
C: "N*K*sizeof(double)"
};

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

select stmt.call{'matrix_mult'} end
apply
var kernel = new KernelReplacer($call,
"mat_mul_kernel", kernelCodePath,
bufferSizes,
[1, 64], ['N', 'K']);

20
21

kernel.setOutput('C');

22

kernel.replaceCall();
end
25 end
23
24

Figure 10: An example of how to use the KernelReplacer library for OpenCL kernel integration.
1

import clava.opencl.KernelReplacerAuto;

2

aspectdef KernelReplacerAutoExample
call KernelReplacerAuto();
5 end
3
4

Figure 11: An example of how to use the KernelReplacerAuto library aspect for OpenCL kernel integration.
used to calculate a suitable global sizes. The OpenCL platform uses both local and the global size
information to execute the kernel. Since good values for the size of the worker groups is highly dependent on the problem and the platform, we ask the user to provide suitable sizes. After instantiating the
kernel replacer, the user needs to provide additional information about the buffers (line 21). By default,
all buffers (based on pointer and array function parameters) are assumed to be input buffers and the
user need to explicitly specify which are output and input/output buffers. These are copied to the host
variables after the kernel execution terminates. Some optional calls to the library also allow the user to
control which kind of devices are selected in the current platform and which strategy is followed in the
case of a runtime error (e.g., return, exit or log). Finally, the user can call the replaceCall method
(line 23) to replace the original function call with all the OpenCL code needed to enqueue and execute
the kernel.

3.2 OpenCL Integration via Pragmas
As an alternative, Clava can perform the same task when controlled by pragmas inserted in the original
code. These pragmas have two functions. First, they mark the target call that will be replaced by the
OpenCL kernel. Second, they provide the configuration information for OpenCL. When using the
Page 11 of 35
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library, the user needs to write LARA to select the call of interest and then configure the library with
more LARA code. On the other hand, when using the pragma alternative, the resulting LARA code
is very simple. Figure 11 presents an example LARA aspect that performs the same weaving as the
one in Figure 10. As we can see, the user needs to only import the aspect from the library and call it.
Furthermore, it is possible to invoke Clava and have the library aspect run directly without the user
needing to write any code at all. This feature is available through the command line interface. A user
can invoke Clava and call this aspect directly with the following command:
c l a v a c l a v a . o p e n c l . K e r n e l R e p l a c e r A u t o −c a " " −p s r c / a n n o t a t e d / m a t r i x _ m u l . cpp

Please note that we can use the CMake4 Clava module described in 7.4 to provide integration of this
feature at the level of the compilation tool-chain.

3.3 Use Case
To illustrate the usage of the Clava library for OpenCL integration, we have prepared two examples
that replaces a specific function call with an equivalent OpenCL kernel invocation and all needed support code. The first example illustrates how to use the library from within a user-developed LARA
aspect, while the second illustrates how to call the automatic aspect. These examples use a matrix
multiplication function which has six parameters, three pointers to the matrices data and three scalars
which, together, represent the size of each matrix. In the first example, the LARA strategy captures
a call to this function call by name and uses the KernelReplacer library to replace the call and add
the OpenCL host code. The LARA code and all the setup needed to run this example are publicly
available in our LARA repository5 . There is also a script with a step-by-step description on how to
run this example, which includes instructions for the download and setup of Clava. The file is named
kernelReplacer-script.pdf and can be found in our artifact repository6 . In the second example, the strategy is merely calling the library aspect, as shown in the example of Figure 11. Again,
the LARA code needed to run this example is available in our LARA repository5 . Finally, a step-bystep script can be found in a file named kernelReplacerAuto-script.pdf, accessible on our
artifact repository6 .

3.4 The OpenCRun Runtime System
ANTAREX also develops its own Open Source OpenCL support. Our OpenCL implementation is
based on work carried out at Politecnico di Milano as part of the 2PARMA7 (Parallel Paradigms and
Run-time Management Techniques for Many-Core Architectures) project [6], from 2011 to 2013.
The implementation consists of the OpenCRun runtime library, which aims to offer a multi-target
compilation toolchain for the OpenCL programming paradigm. OpenCRun makes extensive use of the
LLVM compiler framework and its official frontend for the C language family, Clang. These software
layers help to accelerate the development process by providing a fully operational compiler toolchain
with a strong modular design in mind.
4

https://cmake.org/
Public LARA repository: https://github.com/specs-feup/specs-lara
6
Step-by-step scripts: https://antarex.fe.up.pt/owncloud/s/1d7gDVBEO0zmroz
7
http://www.2parma.eu
5
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In ANTAREX, the OpenCL 1.2 specification8 was targeted, requiring changes not limited to the
OpenCL API code but affecting the OpenCRun class hierarchy with respect to the original 1.0 compliant version. The efforts have concentrated mainly in the three areas: the OpenCL API, the OpenCL
C built-in functions and the opencrun class hierarchy. The interventions on the latter area were
required to provide adequate support for the other two.
The resulting software has been released as an open source package, complete with an extensive set of
test cases and benchmarks, at https://github.com/s1kl3.
Appendix A provides a detailed account of the extensions performed as part of the ANTAREX project,
as well as of the baseline provided by the OpenCRun version developed in the 2PARMA project.

4 MPI Support
Message Passing Interface (MPI) is a message-passing standard for parallel architectures, commonly
present in multi-computer systems, such as the ones used for HPC. It uses a paradigm were the exact
same application runs on the several nodes. Different behavior (e.g., master/worker) is achieved by
consulting the rank, an integer provided by the MPI API that identifies the process that is currently
executing the application.
Unlike OpenMP, adapting an application to use MPI usually requires substantial changes to its structure. To be able to have generic strategies that can be automatically applied to several programs, additional restrictions may be necessary.

4.1 Scatter-Gather MPI Strategy for Single Loop Execution
We have created a strategy that can parallelize the execution of a loop using a scatter-gather pattern
with MPI, with the following restrictions:
1. The loop must follow the OpenMP canonical loop form;
2. Can only parallelize one loop per application;
3. The loop must execute once per run and only once;
4. All iterations of the loop must be independent (embarrassingly parallel loop);
Restriction 1. allows several calculations and transformations to be applied to the loop, in order to
adapt it. These conditions can be automatically detected using the work developed in section 2.
Restrictions 2. and 3. are needed to split the application into two parts, a part that executes the original
application up to the loop (i.e., the master), and another part that executes the loop in a distributed manner (i.e., the workers). Restriction 2. is dependent on how the strategy is applied, but can be verified,
and Restriction 3. can be automatically verified, with the following restrictions:
• Does not take into account runtime execution problems, such as exceptions;
8

https://www.khronos.org/registry/cl/specs/opencl-1.2.pdf
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• Does not detect if the loop is called indirectly, e.g., through a function pointer;
Restriction 4. states that the loop must be parallelizable. This can also be automatically verified to
some extent using work developed in section 2.
Figure 12 shows LARA code that applies the Scatter/Gather strategy to the loop shown in Figure 13.
First, it attempts to statically verify if the loop is executed only once. Then, it creates an
MpiScatterGatherLoop instance, and configures it by specifying that the loop has two inputs,
a and b, and one output, c, and that each one of them is an array that is accessed using only the iteration
variable. Finally, it asks to apply the changes to the target program (i.e., scatterGather.execute()).
Figure 14 shows the generated code of the worker function, that will execute the loop in a distributed
manner. It receives the data of the inputs, declares and sends the data of the outputs, and adapts the loop
boundaries. The original loop is replaced with the corresponding communication routines that will be
executed by the master process.
The strategy can be further refined to include more complex cases, such as other variable access patterns, or detecting how the iteration variable is used in the original loop and adapt the code in the loop
to maintain the original functionality.
Similarly to what was shown in section 3.2, we can provide an aspect that automatically applies the
MPI Scatter/Gather strategy to a loop annotated with a pragma, and this can also be encapsulated in a
CMake module.
import clava.ClavaCode;
import clava.mpi.MpiScatterGatherLoop;
3 import clava.mpi.patterns.MpiAccessPatterns;
1
2
4
5

aspectdef MpiScatterGather

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

select function{"foo"}.loop end
apply
if(!ClavaCode.isExecutedOnce($loop)) {
println("Could not determine if loop is executed only once");
continue;
}

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

var scatterGather = new MpiScatterGatherLoop($loop);
scatterGather.addInput("a", MpiAccessPatterns.ITERATION_VARIABLE);
scatterGather.addInput("b", MpiAccessPatterns.ITERATION_VARIABLE);
scatterGather.addOutput("c", MpiAccessPatterns.ITERATION_VARIABLE);
scatterGather.execute();
end

20
21

end

Figure 12: LARA code that applies the Scatter-Gather MPI strategy to a program with a parallel loop.

void foo(double* a, double* b, double* c, int numElems) {
// Loop to parallelize
3
for(int i=0; i<numElems; i++) {
4
c[i] = a[i] + b[i];
5
}
6}
1

2

Figure 13: Function with a parallel loop.
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1
2

void mpi_worker() {
MPI_Status mpi_status;

3

// Number of loop iterations
int mpi_loop_num_elems;

4
5
6

MPI_Recv(&mpi_loop_num_elems, 1, MPI_INT, 0, 1, MPI_COMM_WORLD, &mpi_status);

7
8

double a[mpi_loop_num_elems];
MPI_Recv(&a, mpi_loop_num_elems, MPI_DOUBLE, 0, 1, MPI_COMM_WORLD, &mpi_status);

9
10
11

double b[mpi_loop_num_elems];
MPI_Recv(&b, mpi_loop_num_elems, MPI_DOUBLE, 0, 1, MPI_COMM_WORLD, &mpi_status);

12
13
14

double c[mpi_loop_num_elems];

15
16

for (int i = 0; i < mpi_loop_num_elems; i++) {
c[i] = a[i] + b[i];
}

17
18
19
20

MPI_Send(&c, mpi_loop_num_elems, MPI_DOUBLE, 0, 1, MPI_COMM_WORLD);

21
22

}

Figure 14: Worker function inserted by the strategy.

5 Memoization Support
Optimizing applications for energy efficiency is a challenge of the ANTAREX project. We introduce
in this section a memoization technique integrated in the ANTAREX tool flow. We describe here the
main goal of the library developed and its main features. The LARA aspects developed in ANTAREX
that ensure the interface between the user and the library are presented in the deliverable 2.5.

5.1 Principles
Performance can be improved by caching results of pure functions (i.e. deterministic functions without
side effects), and retrieving them instead of recomputing a result. We have implemented the work of [7]
generalized for C++ and added extensions regarding user/developer flexibility. We describe here only
the principles of this technique and more details can be found in [8] [7].
Consider a memoizable C function foo as shown in Figure 15. The memoization consists in:
1. the insertion of a wrapper function foo_wrapper and an associated table.
2. The substitution of the references to foo by foo_wrapper in the application.
This technique has been extended for C++ memoizable methods and takes into account the mangling,
the overloading, and the references to the objects.
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1
2
3

float foo (float p) {
/* code of foo without side effects */
}

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

float foo_wrapper(float p)
{
float r;
/* already in the table ? */
if (lookup_table(p, &r)) return r;
/* calling the original function */
r = foo(p);
/* updating the table or not */
update_table(p, r);
return r;

Figure 15: A memoizable C function and its wrapper.

5.2 Implementation
To be memoized, the interface of a function (or a method) must verify the following properties:
• the function/method has 1, 2 or 3 arguments of same type T ,
• the function/method returns a data of type T
• T is an element of { ’double’, ’float’, ’int’ } types.
The memoization operation of a function/method is parametrized by the following informations:
• The size of the internal table.
• The initialization of the internal table by the content of a file.
• The saving or not of the results. At the end of the execution, the data of the table is saved in a
file. These results may be used as input for an next execution.
• The remplacement policy to be used in case of index conflict. The user must specify if the value
of the table must be or not replaced. It may also specify a ’full off line’ policy when an initial
table is provided: in this case the table is never updated.
• The approximation parameter that allows to not distinguish very near parameter values.
Memoization is proposed in the ANTAREX project by relying on aspects programmed using the DSL
(explained in the deliverable D2.5). But, to use such a technique without any DSL, the user must
declare in a predefined file, called funs-static.def, the functions to memoize and must modify
its source to replace the call to a memoized function by its memoized name.
Each line of the funs-static.def file is a definition such that
DEF(CL, F, Fwrapper, N, Type, Approx, InFile, FullOffLine, OutFile, Replace, Tsize)
describes a function/method to memoize with a set of parameters:
• CL is the language code: 0 (math function), 1 (C++), 2 (C),
• F is the name with mangling of the function/method to memoize,
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• Fwrapper is the name with mangling of the associated wrapper function,
• N is the number of arguments of type Type,
• Type is the type of the arguments of the function/method restricted to int, float, double.
• InFile is the name of a file to load or ’none’. The format used is the hexa-floating point representation.
• FullOffLine must be set to ’yes’ to specify ’never update the table’.
• OutFile is the name of a file or none. When saved, the results are in hexa floating point format.
• Replace is the policy to use in case of conflict: ’yes’ stands for "store new value on conflict".
• Tsize is the size of the internal table.
Moreover, the memoization of a function/method may be suspended or restarted dynamically by the
generated C variable _Memoize__mangling(FOO) where manglingOf(FOO) stands for the
mangled name of FOO. And some of the previous parameters may be also dynamically updated,
the first one _alwaysReplace__mangling(FOO) allows to manage the updating of the table,
_FullyOffLine__mangling(FOO) allows to manage the FullyOffLine parameter.
From the funs-static.def file, and a set of commands (provided by the CMAKE tool), a memoized library is generated that must be linked with the user application for the production of the binary.

5.3 Distribution
The memoization library is available at the following address: https://gforge.inria.fr/projects/memoization
It is provided with tutorial, examples and results.

6 LARA Autotuning Tool
LARA Autotuning Tool (LAT) is a library for code autotuning, built using LARA and applied using the
Clava tool. It is designed for C/C++. With it, users may perform Design-Space Exploration (DSE) over
their code, by testing multiple variants dynamically and then choose the best variant to ship their code.
This applies, for instance, to parameters of the application and algorithm choices. LAT mimics Intel
Software Autotuning Tool (ISAT) behavior for testing multiple instances of the same code. However, it
is build entirely on LARA. Because of this it is platform agnostic and can be more flexible and easier to
expand, both in functionalities and languages (support other languages than C and C++). Moreover, it
can be integrated with every other feature provided by Clava, meaning we can rely on complex analysis
of the source code and also apply additional transformations on the application.
Figure 16 shows an example LARA aspect that uses LAT to perform a simple design-space exploration.
In this case, LAT is being used to find the optimal tile sizes for a matrix multiplication loop nest that
has been previously tiled.
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1
2

import lat.Lat;
import lara.metrics.EnergyMetric;

3

aspectdef LatExample
var l1CacheLineSize = 64;
6
var bs1 = new LatVarRange("BS1", l1CacheLineSize,
7
2 * l1CacheLineSize, l1CacheLineSize / 2);
8
var bs2 = new LatVarRange("BS2", l1CacheLineSize,
9
2 * l1CacheLineSize, l1CacheLineSize / 2);
4
5

10
11

var latVars = [bs1, bs2];

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

select function{'test_matrix_mul'}.call{'matrix_mult'} end
apply
var $function = $call.definition;
if($function === undefined) {
println("Could not find definition of call@" + $call.location);
return;
}

20
21

var lat = new Lat("LatExample");

22
23
24

lat.setScope($function.body);
lat.setMeasure($call);

25
26
27
28

if(!Platforms.isWindows()) {
lat.addMetric(new EnergyMetric());
}

29
30

lat.addSearchGroup(latVars);

31

lat.tune();
end
34 end
32
33

Figure 16: LARA example that illustrates how to use the LAT library.
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In the first lines of the example (5–9) we are declaring the variables that will be tested and their ranges.
Each LatVarRange has, in order, the name of the target variable, the start, the end, and the step of
the range. Following this, we select the target call and its corresponding function definition (lines 13
and 15). The changes to the variables will be performed inside this function, but the metrics of interest
will be measured around the function call. This is defined in lines 23–24.
By default, LAT measures and reports execution time. However, it supports additional metrics defined with the interface Metric in the package lara.metrics. Since Clava implementation of
EnergyMetric does not support Windows systems, we only add it if we are on another platform
(lines 26–28).
Finally, in lines 30 and 32 we pass the exploration variables to LAT and start the tuning process. This
will automatically generate the code for all specified variants, compile it, run it and measure the target
metrics (i.e., execution time and energy). In the end it generates a report, in HTML format, that presents
the results for each variant. With this powerful tool and the report it generates, users can easily explore
several parameters for their application.

7 Clava Framework
This section presents several support features of the Clava framework that were developed during the
ANTAREX project.

7.1 Linux Installer
We developed a script for Linux, clava-update9 , which installs and updates the tools of the Clava
framework.
To install Clava and related tools, download the script to a folder of your choosing, change the permissions of the file in order to make it executable, and run the script clava-update:
wget h t t p : / / s p e c s . f e . up . p t / t o o l s / c l a v a / c l a v a −u p d a t e
chmod +x c l a v a −u p d a t e
. / c l a v a −u p d a t e

This will install the Clava framework tools in the folder of the script, as well as the CMake modules to
the folder /usr/local/lib/clava (CMake modules installation requires sudo). You will have
to give the necessary permissions to write in the folder where the script is. To make the tools available
system-wide, put the folder of the script in the system path.
The Clava framework currently has three tools, clava, clava-doc and clava-unit.
9

http://specs.fe.up.pt/tools/clava/clava-update
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7.2 Documentation Generator
We have developed a stand-alone documentation generator for the LARA DSL, LaraDoc. It accepts
LARA code as input, and creates an HTML document with the documentation from the source files.
Since the LARA language is based on JavaScript, we adopted the JSDoc annotations10 , extended with
LARA-specific annotations (e.g., @aspect, @test).
LaraDoc is part of the Lara Framework11 , and is independent from Clava. We added the utility clavadoc, which generates documentation taking into account the language specification of Clava.
clava-doc accepts, as minimum, an object in JSON notation that maps names of packages to an array
of folders:
c l a v a −doc −p PACKAGE1 : [ ' f o l d e r 1 _ 1 ' , ' f o l d e r 1 _ 2 ' ] , PACKAGE2 : [ ' f o l d e r 2 ' ] −o . / doc

This command reads the LARA files in the given folders and generates the documentation, in HTML
format, in the folder doc. The web page12 with the Clava documentation is generated using this tool.

7.3 Testing Framework
Clava includes the utility clava-unit that performs unit testing. It has two main options, -workspace
(or -p) and -test (or -t).
-workspace accepts a path to a folder that represents the base work folder to be considered for
testing. Imports in the LARA test files will consider this folder as the root of the aspects. If no value is
specified, it considers the current working folder as the default value.
-test represents a path to the LARA files with the tests to run (it can be a single test file, or a folder
with LARA unit tests). If no value is specified, it considers as default a folder test under the base
work folder.
The folder with the tests should contain LARA files that implement the tests, and .args files that define the arguments for the tests. .args files are text files that contain Clava command-line arguments:
# Example . a r g s f i l e
−p $BASE / s r c −b 2 −n c i

You can define a global.args file, with Clava command-line arguments that apply to all tests, and a
<TEST_FILE_NAME>.args with arguments specific to each test file. .args files currently support
the macro $BASE, which represents the base work folder13 .
There is an additional flag -metrics (or -m) which logs to a JSON file information about the execution of the tests (e.g., number of attributes read, of actions executed).
10

http://usejsdoc.org/
https://github.com/specs-feup/lara-framework/tree/master/LaraDoc
12
http://specs.fe.up.pt/tools/clava/doc/
13
For an example of a clava-unit setup, please see https://github.com/specs-feup/specs-lara/
tree/master/ANTAREX/ClavaUnitTest
11
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1

import Foo;

2

/**
* A test aspect that calls Foo.
5 *
6 * @test
7 */
8 aspectdef TestFoo

3
4

9

call Foo();

10
11
12

end

13

/**
* A test function that will fail.
16 *
17 * @test
18 */
19 function TestFail() {
14
15

20

throw "This test will fail";

21
22
23

}

Figure 17: LARA test file with two unit tests.
Figure 17 shows a LARA file that contains two unit tests. A LARA unit test is a LARA aspect or
function annotated with the tag @test in the comment that precedes the aspect or function14 . A test
passes if no exception is thrown during execution of the test, and fails otherwise (i.e., TestFail()).
After execution, clava-unit generates a report (see Figure 18).

7.4 CMake Integration
The build process of a C/C++ based project consists of several stages. First, the individual compilation
units (.c or .cpp files) are compiled into binary object files. Then, the object files have to be linked
together in the correct order, including third party libraries. After linking, the binary is packed into the
requested format, which can either be a binary executable, a static library or a dynamic library. Each
platform and operating system have multiple tool-chains with various interfaces for building C/C++
code. Maintaining a complex project which targets multiple platforms in a hand-written build script
(e.g., Makefile) is inefficient and error-prone. There are tools which provide a higher-level of abstraction, by either working as generators for build scripts, or providing a platform and system independent
implementation of this process.
CMake15 is one of the most popular tools for build management. It mainly targets C/C++ based applications, but also supports many other languages. Due its versatility, it quickly became quite popular in
HPC environments. It can be used to generate standard Unix Makefiles, Visual Studio projects or configurations for other build systems. Its basic functionality includes automatic library dependency and
path resolution, multiple build target specification, build modes and installation capabilities. It features
a highly flexible scripting language, which can be used to create modules for easier inclusion of third
14

The main difference between an aspect and a function is that in an aspect you can use DSL-specific constructions,
such as call and select, while a function can only contain pure JavaScript code
15
https://cmake.org/
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1

LaraUnit test report

2

Failed tests:
- FooTest.lara::TestFail (2.44s)
5 [ERROR] User exception on line 21: This test will fail
6 [STACK]
7 During LARA Interpreter execution
8
caused by RuntimeException:
3
4

9
10
11
12

Main@/home/antarex/LaraUnitTestFolder/test_function.lara, line 4
TestFail@/home/antarex/LaraUnitTestFolder/test_function.lara, line 6
User exception on line 21: This test will fail

13
14
15
16

Passed tests:
- FooTest.lara::TestFoo (4.53s)

17
18
19

Total Tests: 2
Passed / Failed: 1 / 1

20
21

SOME TESTS FAILED

Figure 18: Example of a clava-unit test report.
party tools. The modules can be used to amend the build process by introducing additional build steps
or build targets to integrate custom code generators, static analysis tools or unit-testing frameworks.
Clava can be used as a tool for C/C++ source code manipulation and generation. It uses LARA aspects to define and apply the code transformations, which have to be executed before compilation.
CMake can be leveraged in this case to include an additional build step in which Clava is executed.
We created a dedicated CMake module16 to generalize aspect application on the source code tree and
to allow multiple aspects to be applied on different parts of the source code. The module package,
ClavaConfig, checks for Clava dependencies, downloads the Clava weaver executable if needed,
and adds new functions to CMake (e.g., clava_weave). It can be also configured to use a local Clava
instance by specifying a variable.
Figure 19 shows an example usage of the function clava_weave, provided by the Clava CMake
package. The function relies on the standard practice in CMake of defining libraries and executables
as targets, and receives as input a CMake target, and the LARA file that will be applied to the given
target.
Since Clava generates and/or modifies source files, it is executed during CMake configuration time
(i.e., CMake good practices require all source files to be explicitly known at configuration time). The
function clava_weave automatically adds the sources of the target and the aspect file as a configuration dependency, and any change to the source-code or LARA aspect triggers a new weaving build
step.
The weaving step generates new versions of the original sources, which become the new sources of
the given target. This way, it is possible to chain several weaving steps, or to seamlessly add or remove
steps from existing CMake configurations.
The Clava CMake module can be used by invoking the macro find_package(Clava), which
becomes available in the CMake of Linux systems after using the installation script clava-update
16

The CMake module is available online at https://github.com/specs-feup/clava/tree/master/
CMake
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1
2

cmake_minimum_required(VERSION 3.0)
project(LARA_example CXX)

3
4
5

# Define program as usual in CMake
add_executable(lara_example "${SOURCES}")

6
7

...

8
9
10

# LARA Aspects integration - adds function 'clava_weave'
find_package(Clava REQUIRED)

11

# Apply aspects as a custom build step
# Target sources and includes will point to generated files
14 clava_weave(lara_example "${CMAKE_SOURCE_DIR}/LaraAspect.lara")
12
13

Figure 19: Usage example of the CMake function clava_weave.
Table 1: Number of source code files and lines of source code for each of the projects composing the
Clava weaver.
Project

No. of Files

SLOC

ClangAstParser
ClavaAst
ClavaLaraApi
ClavaTester
ClavaViewer
ClavaWeaver

251
342
6
9
9
134

9117
11428
66
411
258
12851

Total:

751

34131

(see 7.1). This way, the CMake integration can be shipped with Clava installation and be easily included
in existing projects. Please note that we can further raise the abstraction level and use the function
clava_weave in new CMake modules that are able to encapsulate the ANTAREX technology and
make it easily accessible to other developers.

7.5 Clava Framework Characterization
We have been actively developing the LARA language, the Clava weaver and a series of LARA libraries to meet the requirements of the ANTAREX project in regards to runtime support, component
integration and support for external APIs. In particular, the Clava weaver started development during
M7 (March 2016) and was written specifically to address the needs of the ANTAREX project.
Table 1 shows the number of Java source files, as well as the lines of source code (excluding comments)
in each of the projects that compose Clava. Currently (1st of June of 2018) there are 34131 lines of
code written over 751 files. We have not included LARA source files, and the source code that was
developed during the project that is not specific to Clava and that is part of the LARA framework.
The most important projects are the parser (i.e., ClangAstParser), the AST (i.e., ClavaAst) and
the weaver (i.e., ClavaWeaver). ClangAstParser executes Clang and translates the Clang AST
into our own AST, provided by ClavaAst. ClavaWeaver is the implementation of the weaver
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interface provided by the LARA framework, which is used by the LARA interpreter and makes the
connection between the Clava AST and the LARA strategies.
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A The OpenCL API Support Status
The following tables summarize the status of the OpenCL API implementation provided by OpenCRun. Each table reports the support state for a specific set of functions before and after the extensions
were applied.
The “X” symbol indicates that the function is fully supported, while the “•“ symbol indicates that some
features are still lacking (for example, some parameter values may still not be handled). Otherwise, no
marks denote that the function is unsupported.
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Table 2: OpenCL API platform layer
Function Name
clGetPlatformIDs
clGetPlatformInfo
clGetDeviceIDs
clGetDeviceInfo
clCreateSubDevices
clRetainDevice
clReleaseDevice
clCreateContext
clCreateContextFromType
clRetainContext
clReleaseContext
clGetContextInfo

Initial Status

Final Status

X
X
X
•

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
•
•
X
X
X

•
•
X
X
X

Table 3: OpenCL API functions for managing command queues
Function Name
clCreateCommandQueue
clRetainCommandQueue
clReleaseCommandQueue
clGetCommandQueueInfo
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Initial Status

Final Status

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
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Table 4: OpenCL API functions for managing buffers, images and memory objects in general
Function Name
clCreateBuffer
clCreateSubBuffer
clEnqueueReadBuffer
clEnqueueWriteBuffer
clEnqueueReadBufferRect
clEnqueueWriteBufferRect
clEnqueueFillBuffer
clEnqueueCopyBuffer
clEnqueueCopyBufferRect
clCreateImage
clGetSupportedImageFormats
clEnqueueReadImage
clEnqueueWriteImage
clEnqueueFillImage
clEnqueueCopyImage
clEnqueueCopyImageToBuffer
clEnqueueCopyBufferToImage
clGetImageInfo
clEnqueueMapBuffer
clEnqueueMapImage
clEnqueueUnmapMemObject
clEnqueueMigrateMemObjects
clGetMemObjectInfo
clRetainMemObject
clReleaseMemObject
clSetMemObjectDestructorCallback

Initial Status

Final Status

•

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

•
X
X

X
X
X

Table 5: OpenCL API functions for managing sampler objects
Function Name

Initial Status

clCreateSampler
clRetainSampler
clReleaseSampler
clGetSamplerInfo

Final Status
X
X
X
X
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Table 6: OpenCL API functions for managing program objects
Function Name
clCreateProgramWithSource
clCreateProgramWithBinary
clCreateProgramWithBuiltInKernels
clRetainProgram
clReleaseProgram
clBuildProgram
clCompileProgram
clLinkProgram
clUnloadPlatformCompiler
clGetProgramInfo
clGetProgramBuildInfo

Initial Status

Final Status

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
•

Table 7: OpenCL API functions for managing kernel objects
Function Name
clCreateKernel
clCreateKernelsInProgram
clRetainKernel
clReleaseKernel
clSetKernelArg
clGetKernelInfo
clGetKernelWorkGroupInfo
clGetKernelArgInfo

Initial Status

Final Status

X

X
X
X
X
X
•
•
X

X
X
X
•
•

Table 8: OpenCL API functions for kernel execution
Function Name
clEnqueueNDRangeKernel
clEnqueueTask
clEnqueueNativeKernel

Initial Status

Final Status

X

X
X
X

X

Table 9: OpenCL API functions for managing event objects
Function Name

Initial Status

clCreateUserEvent
clSetUserEventStatus
clWaitForEvents
clGetEventInfo
clSetEventCallback
clRetainEvent
clReleaseEvent

X
•
X
X
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Final Status
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Table 10: OpenCL API functions for queueing marker and barrier commands
Function Name

Initial Status

Final Status

clEnqueueMarkerWithWaitList
clEnqueueBarrierWithWaitList

X
X

Table 11: OpenCL API functions for profiling on memory objects and kernels
Function Name

Initial Status

clGetEventProfilingInfo

Final Status
X

Table 12: OpenCL API functions for “flush” and “finish” operations on command-queues
Function Name
clFlush
clFinish
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Initial Status

Final Status

X
X

X
X
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Abstract—Configuring program parallelism and selecting optimal compiler options according to the underlying platform
architecture is a difficult task if completely demanded to the
programmer or done by using a standard one-fits-all policy
generated by the compiler or runtime system. Given the dynamics
of the problem, a runtime selection of the best configuration
is obviously the desirable solution. However, implementing this
solution in the application requires the insertion of a lot of
glue code for profiling and runtime selection. This represents
a programming wall for application developers.
This paper presents a structured approach, called SOCRATES,
based on a Domain Specific Language (LARA) and a runtime
autotuner (mARGOt) to alleviate this effort. LARA has been
used to hide the glue code insertion, thus separating the pure
functional application description from extra-functional requirements. mARGOT has been used for the automatic selection of
the best configuration according to the runtime evolution of the
application. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
approach, we evaluated SOCRATES by varying application
workloads, hardware resources and energy efficiency requirements for 12 OpenMP Polybench/C benchmarks with respect to
a standard one-fits-all solution.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Performance portability across different computing environment conditions is a challenging problem for application
developers working on different computing fields ranging from
embedded to HPC systems. The problem is that application
performance are strongly dependent on the underling microarchitecture characteristics of the target platform, system runtime
and also input data. Ideally, the solution can be identified in a
morphable code capable of adapting to the environment conditions. However, this approach faces with several challenging
problems not yet solved in literature. Among them, we can
mention that writing such a kind of code would require a
flexible high-level language, capable to express the functional
aspects and that can be easily manipulated and customized for
later code generation and compilation phases. Some efforts in
this direction already exist in literature, but they are mainly
related to very specific application areas by adopting Domain
Specific Languages (DSLs).
In the past, customizing applications without requiring a
complete rewriting of the code, in terms of parallelism and
compiler transformations, have been envisioned as a promising
path [11], [1]. In particular, these approaches are typically
based on the tuning of the application, compiler and system
runtime knobs before the actual code deployment, thus finding
a one-fits-all configuration for the target platform. However,
selecting the most suitable configuration can be a hard task if
we consider that the application workload is dynamic based on

the data under elaboration, the resource partitioning changes
due to the machine load and the energy/power budget can
evolve depending on external events. Only few recent efforts
[21], [10], [12] are going to apply some strategies once the
application has been deployed on the target system. The main
problem of runtime solutions for application tuning is that
they require a high level of intrusiveness in the source code.
Indeed, the original source code implementing the required
functional aspects should be enhanced with glue code needed
to profile, monitor and configure the application according to
extra-functional aspects.
This paper introduces a structured approach called
SOCRATES for the runtime selection of the most suitable
application configuration, in terms of compiler flags and
parallelism parameters of the OpenMP runtime. The main
contribution of SOCRATES is to offer runtime autotuning
features, while avoiding any manual intervention by the application developer.
SOCRATES uses an aspect-oriented language, LARA [4],
to implement the separation of concerns between the functional and extra-functional parts of the application, while an
application-level autotuner, mARGOt [10], is integrated for
implementing the optimal configuration selection. All changes
on the application code required by SOCRATES are automatically performed by LARA. Additionally, SOCRATES can also
help dealing with the problem of energy efficient execution.
This has been done by introducing the power consumption as
a key variable to keep into consideration at runtime for the
selection of the optimal configuration.
The remainder of this work is organized as follows. Section II provides an overview of the related work. Section III
describes in details the proposed methodology in terms of code
insertion and approach for runtime tuning. The experimental
results are presented in Section IV, while Section V concludes
the paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Aspect-Oriented Programming [14] (AOP) provides mechanisms to express and deal with cross-cutting concerns, promoting more modular and less polluted code than alternatives
(such as pragmas). One example of such an AOP approach
is LARA [4]. LARA differs substantially from annotationbased approaches [19], [8], [11], as code transformations and
compiler mapping strategies are described in a separate file,
allowing a high-level of reuse. In addition, LARA offers
finer-grained manipulation over the transformations, giving to
developers a very precise control on the application at the

expression and statement levels. Previosu approaches exist
for the specification of code transformation and optimization
strategies [20]. These enable the user to write recipes, separated from the original application, specifying a sequence of
transformations, but without offering any possibility to select
among them at runtime.
Concerning the autotuning of OpenMP parameters, several
offline approaches have been presented in literature [16],
[25], [24] and implemented in commercial tools1 . While the
approaches proposed by Mustafa and Eigenmann [16] and
Wang et al. [25] analyzed the effect of code transformations and OpenMP parallelization on performance and energy
consumption for tuning purposes, Tiwari et al. [24] propose
an entire framework for offline autotuning based on Active
Harmony [23] and CHiLL [5]. The main limitation of these
works is that their effectiveness is strongly dependent on the
tuning decisions taken at profile time to find the one-fits-all
solution. Application autotuning is an hot topic in literature.
Several frameworks such as AtuneRT [22] or Capri system
[21] provide relevant contributions. However, they requires
some changes in the source code of the application. Powerdial
[12] represents an exception, because it does not work at the
source level, but it assumes that the application explicitly
exposes tunable knobs. Overall, the presented frameworks
focus on transformations for scientific computing and mainly
on tuning performance portability. Our work provides such
features with a more general approach thanks to the large
flexibility offered by the two key components (LARA DSL
and mARGOt). The proposed approach enables programmers
to customize, in a non-intrusive way, the source code to be then
runtime tuned according to the dynamicity of the environment
conditions and application requirements.
III. P ROPOSED M ETHODOLOGY
The main goal of the SOCRATES framework is to provide
to the application designer an energy-aware framework to enhance the application with a kernel-level compiler autotuning
and adaptation layer, in a seamless way. In particular, the
starting point of the approach is a generic source code that
describes only the functional behavior of the application, i.e
o = f (i) where a generic function f computes the desired
output o from the given input i. To reach our adaptivity goal,
the framework performs two major actions on the original
application.
First action consists of transforming the application into
a tunable version, enhancing its structure to take as input
a set of knobs (k1 , k2 , . . . , kn ) that affect its behavior, i.e.
o = f (i, k1 , k2 , . . . , kn ). The idea is that a change in the
configuration of the knobs results in a change of the extrafunctional property (EFP) of the application f and its output
o. Examples of EFPs of the function f might be execution time
and power consumption, while EFPs of the output o might be
solution accuracy and output file size.
1 https://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/intel-software-autotuning-tool

Figure 1. Tool flow of the SOCRATES approach from the original application
source code to the generation of the application adaptive binary.

Second action consists of enhancing the tunable version of
the application with the intelligence needed to dynamically
configure its knobs according to application requirements and
environment conditions. Thus, the application is enhanced with
an adaptation layer that provides the ability to monitor its
behavior and select the most suitable configuration. Even if the
overall approach is suitable for different contexts, SOCRATES
has been designed to address the following autotuning space:
• Compiler Options (CO): This knob represents a combination of compiler flags. We used four standard optimization
levels from gcc: Os, O1, O2, O3, in addition to specific
transformations -funsafe-math-optimizations, -fno-guessbranch-probability, -fno-ivopts, -fno-tree-loop-optimize,
-fno-inline-functions, -funroll-all-loops derived from a
previous analysis work [6].
• Number of threads (TN): This knob sets the number of
OpenMP threads between 1 and the max number of cores.
• Binding Policy (BP): This knob sets the OpenMP binding
policy: spread or close. We set the environmental
variable OMP PLACES to cores.
In the remaining of the section, we explain in detail the
capabilities of the proposed approach.
A. Overview of SOCRATES tool flow
Figure 1 shows the SOCRATES toolchain. The proposed
methodology targets applications with one or more kernels,
which represent different phases of the computation. To reduce
the compiler space, every kernel of the original code is analyzed and code features are extracted by using GCC-Milepost
[9]. Then, the compiler autotuning framework COBAYN [2]
is used to infer and extract the most promising compiler flags
for every kernel. We generated several versions of the kernel,
according to the autotuning space by using the LARA toolbox,

while the code is enhanced with runtime autotuning capability
by mARGOt. The enhanced code is then profiled for all the
alternatives to create the application knowledge required by
the final adaptive application binary.
B. Reducing the compiler space complexity
The first step of SOCRATES consists of pruning the compiler optimization space. An appropriate methodology is to
select efficiently the most promising compiler options given
a target application. To this end, we adopted the COBAYN
framework to select the best optimization passes. COBAYN
is an autotuning framework that identifies the most suitable
compiler optimizations by using Bayesian Networks (BN).
It uses application characterization to induce a prediction
distribution by using an iterative compilation methodology [3].
This technique identifies the best set of compiler optimizations
to be applied to a target kernel, thus reducing the cost of
the compiler optimization phase. We used GCC’s standard
optimization levels (e.g., -O2, and -O3) and COBAYN’s
predictions as design space for the compiler flags.
In this paper, application characterization is done by extracting static code features by using GCC-Milepost. Even
if COBAYN can find the most suitable optimizations at
application-level granularity, we adapted the approach to collect the characterization at kernel’s function granularity. This
gives us a finer grain characterization of code segments to be
later optimized. More specifically, in SOCRATES we used the
compiler space adopted in the original COBAYN paper (128
flags combination) and we reduced it to 4 alternatives.
C. Runtime configuration selection
The objective of SOCRATES is to tune dynamically the
target application according to the system evolution. We used
the mARGOt autotuning framework to dynamically select the
most suitable configuration following the classical MAPE-K
loop [13] for autonomous systems. mARGOt is a dynamic
autotuner, which means that the definition of the application
requirements might change at runtime (e.g. considering different energy requirements) and the adaptivity layer changes
the configuration accordingly. The intrusiveness of mARGOt
in the application code is limited to an initialization call at
the beginning of the application and on start/stop/update calls
around the regions of interest.
mARGOt is partitioned in two modules: the monitor infrastructure and the Application-Specific Run-Time Manager (ASRTM). The former gathers insight on the actual behavior of the
target kernel and on the execution environment. The latter is in
charge of selecting the most suitable configuration at runtime,
taking into account three types of information: i) application
requirements; ii) design-time knowledge of the kernel (i.e.
profiling information) and iii) feedback information collected
from the monitors. The application requirements are defined
as a constrained multi-objective optimization problem. The
application designer is able to define the most suitable configuration declaring only extra-functional properties objectives.
For instance, a video coder application can be configured as

Figure 2. A high-level view of the architecture of MANET and how the
exposed join points relate to source code.

Figure 3. Example of the automatic application code transformation from the
original code (a) to the final adaptive code (c).

follows: ”maximize the PSNR, while maintaining a throughput
of at least 25 fps and using at most 200% of CPU usage“.
D. LARA DSL and strategies
To avoid any effort from the application developer, we used
LARA strategies to automatically enhance the original source
code for making the application tunable and to integrate the
mARGOt framework.
In particular, we used code transformation and code insertion strategies specified in LARA aspects to interact with
the application source code. Both techniques are merged
together by MANET [17], a source-to-source compiler which
weaves the cross-cutting concerns described in the aspects into
C applications. Figure 2 contains a high-level view of the
architecture of MANET. It uses Cetus [7] as the underlying
C compiler and LARA Engine to interpret the aspects. The
Weaving Engine instantiates the intents described in LARA
aspects in the internal representation of Cetus, an Abstract
Syntax Tree (AST). There is a mapping between elements in
the source code and the join points exposed by MANET, which
users can target when writing LARA aspects. To enable any
change in the application, there is also a mapping between
these join points and the nodes on the AST of Cetus.
To this end, we used two main strategies: Multiversioning
and Autotuner. Figure 3 shows an example of how the application code evolves during this entire process: from the pure
functional code to the adaptive code, ready to be deployed.

The first strategy, Multiversioning, generates different
versions of the target kernel and a mechanism to choose
which version to call at runtime. As described previously,
the autotuning space is composed of three variables: GCC
compiler flags, the binding policy and the number of OpenMP
threads. The first two parameters must be statically defined,
while the number of OpenMP threads can be dynamically
controlled. The first action of the Multiversioning strategy
clones the kernel several times. In particular, each function
clone represents a different version of the kernel in terms
of compiler options and binding strategy. No cloned
versions have been generated to manage the number of
threads variable because it does not require to be known at
compile time. For each function clone, the strategy inserts
GCC pragmas to set compilation flags (e.g., #pragma
GCC optimize ("O2,no-inline")) and OpenMP
pragmas (e.g., #pragma omp for num_threads(NT)
proc_bind(close)) to configure the parallelization of
the kernels. The strategy also generates a wrapper, which
selects the target version of the kernel, according to the
control variables. Afterwards, the strategy replaces each call
of the kernel from the application source files, with a call
to the wrapper (see Figure 3b). The entire process is fully
automated: we used LARA to query the attributes of the
original kernel and determine its return type and parameter
types to generate and instrument the wrapper function.
The second strategy, Autotuner, is responsible for
integrating mARGOt into the application. First, the connection
between the generated kernel versions and the autotuner is
performed by exposing variables containing the current
configuration. Then, the strategy inserts the required headers
and the initialization function call at the main function.
Finally, as shown in Figure 3c, we surround the call
to the wrapper with the mARGOt API code to monitor
the EFPs and to update the most suitable configuration
(e.g.
margot_kernel2mm_update( &gcc_flags,
&omp_num_threads, &omp_proc_bind)).
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
This section describes the experimental evaluation that aims
at assessing the benefits of the proposed methodology.
A. Experimental Setup
The platform used to execute the experiment is a NUMA
machine with two Intel Xeon E5-2630 V3 CPUs (@2.4 3.2 GHz Turbo) for a total of 16 cores, with hyperthreading
enabled and 128 GB of DDR4 memory (@1866 MHz). The
experimental campaign is based on 12 applications from the
Polybench/C benchmark suite [18]. We used the SOCRATES
framework to automatically generate all the additional code
without any manual intervention on the target applications.
In the experimental campaign we considered the autotuning
space presented in Section III. The metrics of interest for the
experiments are the execution time and the energy consumption
(measured using the Intel RAPL framework, at package domain). Using these values, we also derived the average power

Table I
M ETRICS COLLECTED FROM THE APPLICATION OF LARA STRATEGIES .
Benchmark
2mm
3mm
atax
correlation
doitgen
gemver
jacobi-2d
mvt
nussinov
seidel-2d
syr2k
syrk
Total
Average

Att

Act

O-LOC

W-LOC

D-LOC

Bloat

698
708
684
1347
561
631
4429
339
551
445
376
370

378
378
250
410
218
218
154
154
154
154
186
186

136
125
81
138
72
94
145
64
78
47
66
62

2068
1801
1071
2366
1018
1008
2918
571
1356
565
749
743

1932
1676
990
2228
946
914
2773
507
1278
518
683
681

7.29
6.32
3.74
8.41
3.57
3.45
10.46
1.91
4.82
1.95
2.58
2.57

11139
928

2840
237

1108
92

16234
1353

15126
1261

57.08
4.10

consumption and the throughput of the application. We used
mARGOt to perform two tasks. The first one aims only at profiling the application to perform a Design Space Exploration
(DSE) and build the design-time knowledge required by the
autotuner. The second task aims at tuning the application at
runtime according to the application requirements given by
the experiment. In this work, we used a full-factorial analysis
over the design space, however our approach is agnostic with
respect to the used strategy to perform a DSE.
B. LARA aspects evaluation
Table I presents some metrics regarding the developed
strategy and its application on each benchmark code. Att is
the number attributes checked in the LARA strategy about the
source code of the application, including function signature
information and OpenMP pragma information, among others.
Act is the number of actions performed on the code, including
code insertions, cloning and pragma insertion. The LOC
columns represent, in order, the number of logical lines of code
of the original (O-) benchmark, the weaved (W-) benchmark
and their difference (D-). The number of logical lines of source
code in the complete LARA strategy is 265. This is used
to calculate the Bloat metric[15], that roughly estimates how
much code is weaved in the original application per line of
code in the aspect files. These data present an overview of
how complicated, time-consuming and error-prone it would be
to perform these tasks manually. For instance, take the case
of 2mm, on the first line. The weaver automatically inspects
multiple points in the program code, checking the value of
698 attributes and performs transformations (or insertions) on
378 of the inspected points. The resulting code has a number
of logical lines of code that is an order of magnitude larger
than the original one. From the Bloat value for 2mm, we can
see that, on average, we insert 7.29 lines of C code per line
of LARA aspect code. The large differences from benchmark
to benchmark are explained because their kernels may be very
different in size and have different numbers of loops, which
are closely related to the number of lines of code and actions
performed, respectively.
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Figure 4. Power/Throughput distribution over the Pareto curve (a) and number
of times, each software-knob value is Pareto-optimal.

C. Static Analysis
The first experiment analyzes the trade-off space between
power consumption and throughput of the target kernels by
using a full-factorial Design Space Exploration. In particular,
Figure 4a shows the distribution (as boxplot) between the
throughput and the average power consumption. The values
on the y-axis represent the distribution of the target metrics,
for each evaluated application, considering only the Paretooptimal configurations. Moreover, Figure 4 shows for each
software-knob, the number of times (in percentage) that a
given value is included in the Pareto-front of an application.
The main point of this experiment is to demonstrate that there
is no one-fits-all value of any software-knob that dominates
the other values. Figure 4 has been generated using only
standard compiler flags and omitting COBAYN’s flags, because COBAYN suggests different flags for each application.
Given that each configuration that lies in the Pareto front
might be considered the best one according to the application
requirements, this experiment aims at demonstrating that a
one-fits-all configuration is not always the best.
D. Static autotuning evaluation
This experiment aims at assessing the benefits of the
proposed approach when the autotuning is done only statically (compile-time) according to a given power budget.
Figure 5 shows the results in terms of execution time and
selected configuration (y-axis), while changing the available
power budget, for the target application (2mm). The plots
show the power-performance trade-off available in the Pareto
curve and highlights also that the use of COBAYN enables
some configurations that would be overlooked if only the
standard compilation levels are used. A clear trend on the
available software-knobs is hard to find manually, even for

Figure 5. Static analysis of the proposed approach, that aims at minimizing
the execution time, given a constraint on the available power budget (x-axis).
Table II
S PEEDUP OBTAINED BY SOCRATES RUNTIME POLICY ADAPTATION
W. R . T. COMPILE - TIME TARGET POLICY. E ACH ENTRY REPRESENTS THE
MINIMUM /25 TH - PERCENTILE /50 TH - PERCENTILE /75 TH PERCENTILE / MAXIMUM
SPEEDUP

Compile-Time
Target Policy
Thr
Thr/W
Thr/W2

Thr
1.0
1.0/1.0/1.0/1.0/1.1
1.0/1.4/2.0/2.1/4.2

Runtime Target Policy
Thr/W
Thr/W2
1.0/1.0/1.0/1.1/1.5
1.0/1.2/1.3/1.4/2.3
1.0
1.0/1.0/1.2/1.4/1.4
1.0/1.1/1.3/1.3/2.0
1.0

the number of OpenMP threads. For this experiment, the flag
combination suggested by COBAYN (CF1-CF4 are: 1) O3,
no-guess-branch-probability, no-ivopts, no-tree-loop-optimize,
no-inline, 2) O2, no-inline,unroll-all-loops, 3) O2, unsafemath-optimizations, no-ivopts, no-tree-loop-optimize, unrollall-loops 4) O2, no-inline. It is important to stress that those
combinations of flags are kernel-customized and will change
for every different kernel analyzed with COBAYN in the same
application.
E. Dynamic autotuning evaluation
This experiment addresses a scenario where the application
designer is interested to meet dynamically three requirements:
maximize Throughput (T hr), Throughput per Watt (T hr/W )
and Throughput per W att2 (T hr/W 2 ) according to the
system evolution. In this situation, we argue that a static
(compile-time) tuning of the application leads to sub-optimal
performance. Therefore, this experiment aims at evaluating
the benefits of tuning dynamically the configuration of the
application by using SOCRATES. Given that the application
can target three different policies, Table II shows the speedup
distribution obtained by using SOCRATES with respect to
the static optimization. Each row represents a different target
policy used for the static optimization, while each column
represents a different target policy to be optimized at runtime.
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Figure 6. Execution trace of the 2mm application by varying application
requirements at runtime.

When the application uses the same dynamic policy used
to select the optimal static configuration, SOCRATES does
not provide any benefit. However, when the application uses
a different runtime policy, SOCRATES can improve significantly the performance of the application in terms of the
target metric (up to 4.1x). In particular, we reached the
highest advantage when the application has been tuned to
maximize the Throughput, but the application dynamically
chooses a more efficiency-oriented policy such as T hr/W 2 ,
and viceversa. Even if the static configuration has been tuned
for T hr/W (resulting in a more conservative solution), the
advantages can reach a speedup up equal to 1.4.
To better clarify the runtime effectiveness of SOCRATES,
Figure 6 shows an execution trace of one target application
(2mm), when the application requirement changes from an
energy-efficient policy optimizing T hr/W 2 (in the 0s-100s
interval) to a pure performance-oriented policy optimizing
the throughput (in the 100s-200s interval) and then back
to optimizing T hr/W 2 (in the 200s-300s interval). When
changing from an energy-aware to a performance-aware policy
(and viceversa), we can notice how the three sets of parameters
change to satisfy the requirements.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
We presented the SOCRATES framework to select application parallelism and compiler options at runtime. The approach relies on the mARGOt autotuner and the LARA DSL.
The main contribution of SOCRATES consists of avoiding
any manual intervention by the application developer. The
SOCRATES approach has been applied to the OpenMP POLYBENCH suite by varying the application requirements. The
reported results show how SOCRATES can reach significant
benefits in terms of exploiting runtime energy-performance
trade-offs in a dynamic environment.
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